
Change log: Coronavirus disease 2019 may be 
driven by an overactivation of the RAAS 
When compiling the data from the computed tomography pulmonary angiography (CTPA)           
cohort, errors were initially made when tallying the numbers manually in a spreadsheet. We              
have now organized the data and recalculated the cohort’s descriptives using MATLAB and             
uploaded the code and raw data to a public git repository.  
 
To improve the readability, we have also created a flow chart of the cohort (see below) as an                  
additional figure. Of the 354 scheduled CTPA scans, 15 were not performed, leaving 339              
scans for potential assessment of pulmonary artery (PA) diameter and detection of            
pulmonary thrombosis/embolism. Some additional scans had to be excluded per analysis           
due to technical reasons, as detailed below.  
 
Figure: Flow chart of the CTPA cohort 

 

Pulmonary artery diameter 

Out of the 339 performed scans, 47 scans had technical issues that prohibited PA-diameter              
measurements, as deemed by the gold standard reader (radiologist TG): 44 scans had             
motion artifacts (due to the non-ECG-gated nature of the CTPA examinations) and 3 scans              
had a slice positioning/angling of the axial slices in relation to the anatomy of the pulmonary                
trunk that prohibited reliable measurements of the PA width.  
 



Of the 292 scans where PA-measurements were obtainable, the average PA diameter and             
standard deviation, as measured by the gold standard reader, was 29.2 ± 4.3 mm. This               
reported value is slightly higher than initially reported since the original calculations did not              
ignore the non-numeric values in the denominator, which reduced the overall PA diameter             
relative to the true value. The number of scans with wide PA diameter (≥ 28 mm) was                 
174/292 (60%). Some patients were scanned several times; on a per patient basis and only               
analyzing the first scan per patient, this translates to a wide PA diameter in 147/255 (58%) of                 
patients.  

Pulmonary thrombosis/embolism 

Overall, there were fewer scans (N=3) that needed to be excluded due to technical issues for                
the assessment of presence of pulmonary thrombosis/embolism. The exclusions were          
related to the timing of the contrast bolus, with insufficient concentration of the iodine-based              
contrast agent in the pulmonary arteries.  
 
We originally reported 60/341 (18%) scans with pulmonary thrombosis/embolism, however,          
after a thorough re-examination, the exclusion of the above-mentioned scans with technical            
issues and duplicate values, we found that 56/336 (17%) scans were verified as positive.              
Some patients were scanned several times; on a per patient basis and only analyzing the               
first scan per patient, pulmonary thrombosis/embolism was found in 41/286 (14%) patients.  
 
It can be debated if it is more interesting to report findings on a per scan or per patient basis,                    
but both values indicate a high frequency of thromboembolic events in the cohort, which are               
important clinical findings.  

Code and raw data 

https://github.com/SWICURays/COVID_CTPA 
 

https://github.com/SWICURays/COVID_CTPA

